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In December 2022, PITT put out a survey to parents who were estranged from their 
trans-identifying children and to therapists who work with estranged families. The 
goal was to learn more about this experience from a parent perspective, to share 
knowledge, and develop resources.

As you’ll see from the slides that follow, ultimately 146 people responded, most of 
them parents. Thank you so much to those who participated for taking the time to 
share your wisdom and sometimes pour out your hearts. We know that often the 
most fundamental thing a stressed parent needs is someone who will listen without 
judgment. We heard you, and we care.

Before you look at the results, we want to acknowledge sample bias: we know that 
PITT parents skew female, liberal, English-speaking, upper to upper-middle income, 
and inherently skeptical of gender identity ideology. This survey is not representative 
of the pool of families who are estranged due to conflicts over gender beliefs; this is 
representative of PITT families only.

Nevertheless, the challenges of estrangement are often universal. We hope you find 
the data that follows informative and the accompanying resource webpage useful.

 The PITT Team
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Other responses: Grandparent (Custodial) ⧫  Stepmother ⧫  Child
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Other responses: The situation might be thawing ⧫ Have had some contact since this past August after their father died ⧫ Off and 
on ⧫ Bordering ⧫ We only communicate via text rarely ⧫ I am entirely rejected by my child but also only used as a donor of items and 
money
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Parental Aftermath: Negative
❖ Mental Health: Emotional distress, severe 

depression/sadness, anxiety, suicidal ideation, loss of 
purpose in life, grief, PTSD 

❖ Destruction of family structure: loss of trust in other children 
and affirming family members, sometimes broken sibling 
and grandparent relationships, challenges at family 
gatherings. "Like a bomb went off in the family"

❖ Loss of trust in social institutions (schools, police, elected 
officials, doctors)

❖ Disconnection between spouses, marital strain

❖ Poor physical health (heart, stomach issues, weight loss, 
weight gain, early death)

❖ Difficulty finding parental therapy

❖ Isolation/disconnection from friends 

❖ Insomnia/exhaustion

❖ Obsessive thoughts/rumination

❖ Loss of religion/spirituality

❖ Loss of career, promotions, bonuses, reduced hours, stress 
if trying to hide the situation from colleagues

❖ Negative financial impacts of lawsuits and therapy

❖ Social stress/shunning

❖ Shame/embarrassment

❖ Anger

❖ Child who "goes off the rails": drug addiction, 
homelessness, drops out of college, isolates from former 
friends, drops all activities/hobbies
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Parental Aftermath: Positive
❖ Family doing much better without 

presence of abusive child

❖ Relief

❖ New, stronger friendships

❖ Some stronger family connections

❖ Increased self-compassion, self-love

❖ Increased spirituality/new faith

❖ Improved finances (no longer financially 
supporting trans-identified child or 
paying for psychological/medical care)

❖ Gratitude for everyday life

❖ New fortitude/stoicism
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Practical Recommendations
[These are parent recommendations only. PITT makes no endorsements]

❖ Release any expectations about outcomes

❖ Join support groups (GDSN, Bayswater, PROGDK, 
EnCourage)

❖ Build support network of family and friends/treasure those 
who love you

❖ Listen: Ryan Thomas on Parental Alienation (YouTube), 
Podcasts: Estranged Heart, On Being, Disaffected, Better 
Than Happy, Jordan Peterson, Benjamin Boyce: anything 
with Alasdair Gunn (aka Angus Fox), The Witness, interviews 
with cult experts

❖ Read: Stop Walking on Eggshells, BPD for Dummies, 
Irreversible Damage, Emotionally Healthy Spirituality, The 
Body Keeps the Score, People of the Lie, Unwanted, 
Boundaries, Generation to Generation, Be Your Own Hero, 
Material Girls, Trans, Divorce Poison, How to Get Your Son 
Back, Daily Wire articles, Hold On to Your Kids, Done With 
Crying, Motherhood: Facing and Finding Yourself, 12 Rules 
for Life, Rules of Estrangement

❖ Try therapy (Talk, EMDR, Ketamine Assisted Psychotherapy). 
Check the GETA website for resources.

❖ Work with an estrangement specialist (examples: Joshua 
Coleman, Barbra Drizen)

❖ Travel

❖ Try new activities/hobbies

❖ Disconnect  from social media OR connect through social media

❖ Become an activist OR avoid the topic as much as possible

❖ Get out in nature

❖ Create art or write/journal

❖ Connect with grief resources

❖ Embrace spirituality/religion/meditation

❖ Exercise and take care of physical health/practice self-love
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Adult Status Check Suggestions
[For estranged parents seeking reassurance that a child is alive and not incarcerated]

❖ Ask for a wellness check (if on a campus)

❖ Hire a private investigator

❖ Connect with sympathetic family members or peers

❖ Monitor social media

❖ Monitor joint bank statements

❖ Monitor joint cell phone data

❖ Run an internet name search (name may have changed)

❖ Check voter registration records
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THEMES
As we looked at the qualitative data, we saw certain repeating patterns. Where 
we saw two or more responses with a similar theme, we grouped them 
together into the slides that follow.

If you’re a researcher or journalist who would like more information about the 
survey’s raw data, please contact pitt@genspect.org.
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Theme: Maintained a Family Connection
❖ He maintains a tenuous connection with one of his siblings.

❖ My daughter is in touch with my sister-in-law so I check in with her occasionally.

❖ Her sister

❖ My ex-wife shares basic information with me. She’s in contact with him.

❖ We now rely on her siblings to tell us how she is doing. 

❖ Through extended family and friends.

❖ Only because she is staying with a relative who is committed to the extended family and won’t let her cut us off altogether.

❖ I was able to reestablish contact by setting up a meeting with a sibling present. We continued to meet several times and send text messages 
for 10 months until he cut ties again.

❖ I rarely get responses to my texts. However, we continue to invite my trans child and their spouse to family events; they recently attended a 
birthday celebration. 

❖ Our youngest son was able to connect through online gaming. 

❖ Will meet some family members in neutral territory like parks.

❖ Called the police who found her at her (also estranged) sibling’s home.
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Theme: Names and Pronouns
❖ We are able to communicate with her only through Messenger. We refuse to use the new name and gender pronouns she has chosen for 

herself, but when we have occasion to communicate, we speak gently with great compassion, do not use her "deadname" we chose for her 
at birth nor her birth pronouns in an effort to not offend unnecessarily.

❖ I did not use any pronouns and avoided using the new name. I did not mention the gender issue after trying a conversation with painful 
results.

❖ I agreed to use her preferred name and pronouns and pay for her medical/legal transition.

❖ I had tried for years to not use her preferred pronouns and new name, but this past month I have agreed to use them....because I do not 
know what else to do as therapists, doctors, teachers, clergy, lawyers, and friends have all suggested that I do this for her.

❖ I don't want to lose her again. That means when I see her I will use her name, her pronouns, etc.
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Theme: No Response Texts/Emails
❖ Text. Occasional messages of warmth–no texts that required any response. Sent food packages occasionally. Gave lots of space, 

maintained politeness and stopped all talk of gender as best as could–remained Switzerland on the topic.

❖ Continuing to reach out by text. Invitations to join us for meals, sometimes they accept but frankly it does not always go well as they remain 
belligerent and continue to call us transphobic.

❖ I used the power I had and started writing my daughter emails and sending mail. I never asked her a question or indicated that I wanted a 
response.

❖ After about three months he unblocked us but told me to never send anything relating to detransitioners. During that time I did email, 
begging him to contact me. He never mentioned my emails, but I think he read them.

❖ Never stopped reaching out and biting tongue.

❖ I read as much as I could, and every day I would send a message, a joke, a picture saying that it reminded me of him, something to keep the 
contact going.

❖ Sent text updates about the family pet.
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Theme: Money
❖ We cut off financial assistance to our young adult. He became depressed and asked to come home.

❖ She failed out of college and had no money so had to come home.

❖ She made contact when she needed money.

❖ I am entirely rejected by my child but also only used as a donor of items and money.
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Theme: Giving Space
❖ I backed off as much as I could and did not reach out to her at all for a while. I let her communicate just with my husband and did not push 

her to talk to me. This only worked partially. She is still estranged from me and any conversation is perfunctory.

❖ We didn’t chase him.
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Theme: Family-Initiated Estrangement
❖ In some ways, her estrangement is a relief for me. I had been afraid that she would physically harm me or her younger brother.

❖ Honestly, having our oldest not in our lives is almost easier than living with her behavior everyday.

❖ We decided to cut off ties due to adult child's threats.

❖ Divorcing two siblings following death of last parent was the right and sensible thing to do to stop years of mental stress and anguish.

❖ Estrangement was a mutual choice in our case.

❖ I wanted to maintain contact, but for my own emotional survival I had to put certain boundaries in place. He repeatedly violated and tried to 
push me past those boundaries, and in the end, again for my own emotional survival, I simply stopped replying to him. So he would say I 
was the one who broke contact. However, there are approaches from him that I would respond to; it did not have to be this way.
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Some Final Quotes…
❖ Reconciliation can only come after acceptance of the situation. Don’t rush.

❖ We had to drop the role of trying to make them see the problems with their beliefs.

❖ This has been a process of managing the ebb and flow of grief.

❖ What I wanted most–and frankly I did not get from any of the support groups I was in–was solid advice as to what I could or should do to 
keep the relationship, to keep communication open, to improve things in some way… I wanted something that would help me now.

Thank you for sharing your experiences
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